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What’s the fuss?

Are you drawn to their beauty or just curious?

Ok, but how do the work?
 
Everything is a vibration. As humans sometimes our vibration
can get out of alignment or we can take on energies that don't
serve our balance. So the idea behind crystal healing is to use
the crystals with similar properties, to align the vibration of our
body and chakras with the natural vibes of the crystals.

We allow the crystals electromagnetic vibration to align or infuse
with our body’s natural vibes and this is the basis for healing. 
For all you fact finders and evidence base minds, it is scientifically
proven. Phones use them in the touch screen Action & their
microchips, it’s called the Piezoelectric effect.

 
 

 

So, you have found

crystals now what?



It’s really important to note that our intentions are at the Core of
crystal work.
There is no doubt how crystals make us feel, they are a tool to
get in touch and bring attention to things you want to address in
the mind body and soul.
The crystals alone won’t change your life but if your intension is
strong and true healing can accrue.

 
 

 

How to use Crystals

 



Setting intentions for healing with crystals

 Step 1:
Cleanse, your crystal with sage, Palo Santo or essential oil
clearing spray
 
Step 2:
Find or create a space for your rituals. This could be a corner or
a whole room in your home.

 Step 3:
Select the crystals you want to work with. this could be
intuitively or purposefully to address a specific concern
 
Step 4:
Sit or lie comfortably. Place your crystals on body, chakras, hold
them or simply place them near you.

Step 5:
Visualise golden white light coming through your crown chakra
into the top of your head and filling your body. Imagine only
energy for your highest good, all negativity falls away.
imagine the light and healing vibes of the crystal taking the
concern away and the area is clear, healed and how you truly
want it to be.

 
 
 



high vibration
brings light, healing, cleansing on all levels
magnifies manifesting of dreams and desires
enhanced clarity
protection from environmental and
physic pollution
distant healing
amplifies one’s intentions
programable 
grows spiritual awareness
Place on the crown and third eye chakra for meditation
Place in the hand or over heart to manifest
Add to drinking water, after washed thoroughly to boost
energy.
Place on any place you have pain
Use on any chakra to cleanse and align

 Clear Quartz:

 
 

 

Crystals for beginners



spiritual awareness
develop psychic abilities
spiritual wisdom & higher
Increased consciousness
cleanse blood support body health
reduces insomnia
protects from external energy attacks
Place on crown & third eye chakra for meditation
Place under pillow for protection
Wear in jewellery for protection throughout the day

Amethyst:
(The lighter the colour the higher the vibration)

 
 



Gentle vibes soothe
nurtures and loves
heart healer for emotional pain and grief
release and accept
self-love
heart break
connects people
aids in heart conditions and circulation
skin & headaches
Place on heart to heal emotional issues
Place on the Solar Plexus for selflove, forgiveness &
acceptance
Add to jewellery for comfort
Rub on head for headaches
Use as a facial massager

Rose Quartz:


